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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN & CEO

An Exceptional Place
I THINK ALL OF US HAVE KNOWN IT FOR QUITE SOME TIME,
and it is increasingly clear to the wider world: this is truly an
exceptional place. The fundamental quality that sets us apart is
excellence, something that, in my eyes, is not just a few notches
above a worthy effort, but a driving force that transforms the
world and makes it a better place.
In this issue of NYU Physician, we pay tribute to cherished
alumni Drs. Jonas Salk (’39) and Albert Sabin (’31), who
indeed changed the world with their polio vaccines. Their
work would not have been possible without the support
of NYU School of Medicine, which opened its doors to
minorities at a time when harsh quotas prevented many of
them from entering medical schools. This wonderful story
makes me especially proud of our exceptional institution.
This issue also features the work of neurosurgeons who
are transforming the lives of young adults with Tourette
syndrome, a mysterious neurological disorder that can
cause disabling muscular and vocal tics. Their pioneering
use of deep brain stimulation to quell these tics is nothing
short of remarkable. As one patient says, more than one year
after her surgery, “Everything I dreamed of, I’m living now.”
The stories in this issue show once again why this
institution is exceptional and why we hold excellence in
such high regard.

DEAN & CEO ROBERT I. GROSSMAN, MD
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NEWS FROM MEDICINE

Move Over, Microbiome

I M AG E S C O U R T E S Y O F D R . K E N C A D W E L L

A new study suggests that the human virome
may also be beneficial for our health.
Only recently have scientists
learned that the trillions
of bacteria living on and in
us—collectively called the
human microbiome—may play
key roles in regulating our
immune system, maintaining
a healthy weight, and even
alleviating the symptoms of
disorders such as autism.
By contrast, our virome, the
viruses that normally inhabit our
bodies, have long been dismissed
as having little or no redeeming
value. Now, a surprising new
study in Nature by researchers
at NYU Langone Medical Center
could force a reappraisal.
“We think that the microbiome
does all of these things that
are important. Well, why not
viruses?” says Ken Cadwell,
PhD, assistant professor of
microbiology and a researcher
at the Skirball Institute of
Biomolecular Medicine.
Scientists know “virtually
nothing” about the form or
function of our virome, Dr.
Cadwell says. In the new
study, he and colleagues
asked whether the mysterious
colonists might have some
merit. “Using mice, we think
the answer is yes, because we
found that a virus called murine
norovirus is beneficial in ways
that are similar to the so-called
‘friendly’ bacteria,” he says.
Dr. Cadwell initially studied
how a dysfunctional microbiome
can spur an intestinal
ailment called inflammatory

ILLUSTRATIONS BY

LEANDRO CASTELAO

bowel disease, or IBD. As a
postdoctoral researcher, he and
colleagues developed a model
in mice harboring a genetic
mutation that increased their
susceptibility to the disease,
which has been linked to an
abnormal immune response.
He became hooked on viruses
when a group of these IBDafflicted mice inexplicably
recovered after being moved to
a new facility. The researchers
eventually discovered why:
in the old space, the mice had
been chronically infected with
murine norovirus, while the
new space was virus free.
“We stumbled across the fact
that we have a virus triggering
a disease that’s thought to be
dependent on bacteria,” recalls
Dr. Cadwell, who joined NYU
Langone in 2011. Like the
microbiome, the virus seemed
to be activating the animals’
immune system. “I thought, ‘OK,
if we have a virus that mimics the
bad things that these commensal
bacteria do, is it possible that it
also mimics the beneficial things
that the bacteria do?’ ”
The new study, led by Dr.
Cadwell and postdoctoral
researcher Elisabeth Kernbauer,
PhD, used mice that lacked
any gut-dwelling microbes
and were therefore suffering
from numerous intestinal and
immunological woes. “Then
we put murine norovirus in,
and we saw that it reversed the
abnormalities,” Dr. Cadwell

Ken Cadwell

A murine norovirus reversed
abnormalities in the small
intestine of mice. Gut tissue
from a normal mouse (far
right panel) is robust. The
tissue becomes unusually thin
(far left panel) in a germ-free
mouse and is restored (middle
panel) after the mouse is
infected with the virus.

says. “So it’s as if we gave them
their bacteria back.”
In a second experiment, the
researchers gave normal mice
a heavy dose of antibiotics to
mimic the effects of antibiotic
overuse in humans, then
used chemicals or a bacterial
infection to damage their
intestinal tracts. The double
whammy killed many of the
animals. However, when the
researchers added the murine
norovirus, nearly all of the mice
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survived. “Again, we’re seeing
the virus make up for the lack
of bacteria,” Dr. Cadwell says.
The new research, he says,
has launched a race to find
beneficial viruses in humans.
But Dr. Cadwell cautions that
the closely related human
norovirus isn’t likely to shed its
well-deserved reputation as a
nasty pathogen anytime soon.
Instead, if researchers
can uncover the underlying
mechanism of action, he
believes they may find a safer
way to derive the same benefits.
“We’ve accepted the fact that
the bacteria in the intestines
aren’t just causing disease but
modulating our physiology in
all kinds of interesting ways,”
Dr. Cadwell says. “We should
definitely consider a role for
viruses that is analogous to
that.”
—BRYN NELSON

•
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How Do Stem Cells
Maintain Their Identity?
Researchers discover that a protein is key.
Eva Hernando-Monge

A natural stem cell, found in
an early-stage embryo, can
give birth to daughter cells
indefinitely, and it can mature
into virtually any of the
hundreds  of distinct cell types in
the body. But just what keeps an
embryonic stem cell in this Peter
Pan–like pluripotent state?
Researchers have been poring
over that puzzle for decades. Now,
a big piece has fallen into place.
A team led by Eva M. HernandoMonge, PhD, associate professor
of pathology and a member of the
Helen L. and Martin S. Kimmel
Center for Stem Cell Biology at
NYU Langone Medical Center,
has identified the protein BRD4
as a top-level enforcer of the
stem cell state.
“Our study is the first
one that really shows the
requirement of BRD4 activity
for stem cell identity,” says Dr.
Hernando-Monge.
BRD4 has received a lot of
scientific attention recently as
a factor in certain cancers, so
it isn’t too surprising that it
would also play a role in stem
cells. Tumors and embryos
both tend to grow rapidly, and
to achieve that rapid growth,
tumor cells can, in principle,
reactivate the natural go-fast
mechanisms that work in stem
cells. Moreover, some of the
most aggressive tumors appear
to be sustained by cancerous
cells that have almost fully
reverted to the stem cell state.

4

In the new study, published
in Cell Reports, Dr. HernandoMonge and her colleagues
first tried reducing BRD4’s
activity in mouse and human
embryonic stem cells. To do
this, they used BRD4-blocking
compounds, including some
developed by collaborator MingMing Zhou and colleagues at
the Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai, as well as special
RNA molecules that block BRD4
gene transcripts. As BRD4
activity dropped, the treated
cells shifted out of the immature
stem cell state, and as they
replicated and matured and lost
their capacity for indefinite selfrenewal, they began to show
characteristics of neurons.
BRD4 is known as a highlevel controller of gene activity.
It binds to so-called enhancer
sites near certain genes and,
in effect, boosts the rate at
which those genes are copied
out (transcribed) into RNA,
ultimately to be translated into
proteins. Evidence has emerged
recently that BRD4 also works
at the extra-large enhancer
sites, called superenhancers,
of genes whose activity helps
define the central function or
identity of a cell.
“We found that BRD4
occupies the superenhancer
sites of genes that are
important for maintaining stem
cell identity,” says Raffaella
Di Micco, PhD, a postdoctoral
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Raffaella Di Micco

fellow in Dr. HernandoMonge’s laboratory, who did
most of the experiments.
These genes, including two
well-known stem cell factors,
OCT4 and PRDM14, showed
steep drops in expression when
Dr. Di Micco applied BRD4
inhibitors to stem cells. “OCT4
is an important pluripotency
gene but is also a repressor of
neuronal differentiation,” says
Dr. Di Micco, “so we think that
the loss of that repression with
BRD4 inhibition is the most
likely reason for the induction
of neuronal characteristics in
the stem cells.”
The task now, says Dr.
Hernando-Monge, is to
determine whether BRD4
can be used to augment and
perhaps even partially replace
the standard “cocktail” of four
inserted genes that scientists
use to turn ordinary adult
cells into embryonic-like cells
(induced pluripotent stem cells).
Inhibiting BRD4, she adds, could
help program cells in the other
direction, turning stem cells into
baby neurons—perhaps one day
for regenerative therapies.
—JIM SCHNABEL

•

Following inhibition of a key
protein, these embryonic
stem cells underwent
differentiation and lost their
pluripotency, the ability
to become any cell type.
(Nuclei are green and nuclei
expressing pluripotency
factors are blue and red.)

Turning Back the Clock
on Adult Stem Cells
New method could accelerate stem cell research.
Matthias Stadtfeld

Stem cells, the eternal adolescents of the cellular world,
uncommitted yet to any fate,
hold the tantalizing possibility
of being used as replacement
parts for almost any damaged
or injured tissue. The road to
achieving such regenerative
medicine is, however, filled with
obstacles. One reason is that
a key technique—biologically
reprogramming adult cells into
immature cells called induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)—
remains highly inefficient, with
conversion rates of less than 1
percent for many cell types.
“The problem of low efficiency
is that you never know whether a

cell you’re studying will undergo
successful reprogramming
or failed reprogramming,”
says Matthias Stadtfeld, PhD,
assistant professor of cell biology
and a researcher at the Skirball
Institute of Biomolecular
Medicine and the Helen L.
and Martin S. Kimmel Center
for Stem Cell Biology at NYU
Langone Medical Center.
That hit-or-miss aspect of
stem cell reprogramming,
which turns back the clock on
adult cells, makes it harder
for scientists to understand
precisely how the process
works. That may now become
a lot easier following a study
published in a recent issue of
Stem Cell Reports by Dr. Stadtfeld
and his laboratory team.
Adding just three compounds,
including vitamin C, to the usual
reprogramming recipe, the
researchers reported, increased
the number of stem cells
obtained from adult skin cells in
mice by about 40-fold compared
with the standard method.
They say their technique is
efficient and reliable, and thus
should generally accelerate
stem cell research.
Two of three added
compounds are associated
with the well-known Wnt
and TGF-ß growth-related
signaling pathways. Vitamin C

S C I E N C E I M AG E C O U R T E S Y O F
R A F FA E L L A D I M I C C O

Bhishma Amlani

Simon Vidal

activates enzymes that, among
other activities, loosen up the
structure of chromatin, the
chemical scaffold for DNA in
chromosomes, thereby enabling
genes that are silenced in mature
cells to become active again.
Simon Vidal, a graduate
student in the Stadtfeld lab,
and Bhishma Amlani, a
postdoctoral researcher, looked
first at mouse skin fibroblasts,
the most common cell type
used for iPSC research. Adding
either vitamin C to a cell
culture, a compound to activate
Wnt signaling, or a compound
to inhibit TGF-ß signaling
increased iPSC-induction
efficiency weakly. Combining
any two worked a bit better. But
combining all three brought the
efficiency to about 80 percent
after a week, compared to less
than 2 percent over 12 days for
the standard method alone.
In another series of experiments the team worked with
blood progenitor cells, which
usually replace blood cells lost
after injury or infection. The
standard method on its own
can slowly convert these cells to
stem cells with up to 30 percent
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efficiency. Using the standard
method with the three compounds brought the efficiency
to nearly 100 percent in less
than a week. The researchers achieved a similar yield in
mouse liver progenitor cells.
The results, says Dr. Stadtfeld,
provide “an opportunity now to
study stem cell programming
mechanisms at high resolution.”
Safety and quality of induced
pluripotent stem cells is another
major issue. The standard
method for turning adult cells
into iPSCs is to insert four
reprogramming genes (dubbed
OKSM) into the cells, but
this has been associated with
developmental defects such as
an impaired ability to generate
fully functional adult tissues.
In addition to making it easier
to study the reprogramming
process, Dr. Stadtfeld’s efficiencyboosting add-ons may even
make OKSM insertion itself
safer. “Conceivably the new
technique reduces the risk of
abnormalities by smoothening
the reprogramming process,”
he says. “That’s one of the issues
we’re following up on.”
—JIM SCHNABEL

•
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Understanding the
Brain’s Switchboard
How a key neural circuit governs attention.
How does the brain toggle
seamlessly between external
sights, sounds, and odors,
and internal memories, ideas,
and emotions generated by
the brain itself? The answer
appears to lie in the walnutsize thalamus. Lying deep
within the brain, this lobed
mass of gray matter relays both
internal and external input to
the cerebral cortex, the brain’s
outer layer, which governs such
functions as thought, language,
and movement. Scientists
have long theorized that cells
in the thalamic reticular
nucleus (TRN), a sheath of
neurons on the surface of
the thalamus, control which
signals are shuttled to the

cortex at any given moment.
But no one knew just how these
tiny switchboard operators
accomplished their task.
A recent study published
in the journal Cell provides the
first detailed picture of the TRN
in action. “We have never been
able to observe as precisely how
this structure worked before,”
says Michael Halassa, MD, PhD,
assistant professor of psychiatry, and neuroscience and physiology, one of the study’s lead
investigators. Dr. Halassa and
his colleagues used an array of
electrodes to record the activity
of individual neurons in laboratory mice. TRN cells are known
to send inhibitory signals to
the thalamus, determining

Computer artwork
shows the thalamus, in
orange and red, sitting
atop the brainstem.
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which information is prevented
from reaching the cortex. The
researchers found that these
neurons function in distinct
subnetworks, whose activity
depends on whether an animal
is asleep or awake.
TRN cells connected to a part
of the thalamus that processes
visual input were highly active
during sleep, particularly during periods when brief bursts
of fast-cycling brain waves,
called spindles, occur. These
visual TRN cells fired far less
frequently when an animal was
awake. But TRN cells connected
to a part of the thalamus that
processes information from the
brain’s limbic regions, which
are involved with memory and
emotion, behaved very differently. Limbic TRN cells seldom
fired while a mouse was asleep;
instead, they grew active when
the animal was awake and alert.
The researchers hypothesized that the heightened activity of visual TRN cells during
sleep helps block out sensory
input, while the reduced activity
of limbic TRN cells during sleep
allows more internal input to
reach the cortex—perhaps helping to strengthen new memories. To see what would happen
if these patterns were altered
when an animal was awake,
the team employed optogenetics, a technique that introduces
light-sensitive molecules into
nerve cells. When experiment-

ers used flashes of laser light to
trigger sleeplike activity in the
visual TRN cells of well-rested
mice, it took the animals longer
to find a cache of food. But when
these neurons were prevented
from firing in sleep-deprived
mice, which would normally
be drowsy and distracted, they
found food faster.
These findings point to new
avenues of research into treating conditions such as schizophrenia and autism, in which
patients have trouble filtering
out internal or external input,
says Dr. Halassa. Someone with
schizophrenia, for example,
may be overwhelmed by the
clamoring voices in their head.
An autistic person, unable to
efficiently process sensory
stimuli, may retreat inward.
Intriguingly, sleep spindles are
diminished in patients with
either condition. Dr. Halassa
suspects that a malfunctioning TRN is to blame. “Now we
may have a handle on how this
tiny part of the brain exerts
tremendous control over our
thoughts and perceptions,” he
says. “These results may be a
gateway into understanding
the circuitry that underlies
neuropsychiatric disorders.”
—KENNETH MILLER

•
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Deconstructing PTSD
Brain receptors point the way to treatments
targeted to specific symptoms.
Alexander Neumeister

I M AG E C O U R T E S Y O F D R . A L E X A N D E R N E U M E I S T E R

Every year, nearly 8 million
Americans are diagnosed with
post-traumatic stress disorder,
or PTSD, a chronic, debilitating
condition that can result in the
wake of traumatic episodes such
as torture, rape, and battlefield
violence. Yet there really aren’t
any psychiatric medications
available to treat people with
PTSD. “We know from clinical trials that no drug works
well for PTSD,” says Alexander
Neumeister, MD, professor of
psychiatry and radiology, and a
codirector at the Steven & Alexandra Cohen Veterans Center at
NYU Langone Medical Center,
which is dedicated to the study of
post-traumatic stress and traumatic brain injury in veterans.
The problem is that PTSD
isn’t just one condition but an
umbrella diagnosis for a broad

Lower levels of
kappa receptors
in the amygdala,
a brain structure
associated with
emotion, are
linked to dysphoria
and depression in
people with PTSD.
In the PET scan
to the right, the
structure is circled
in red.

spectrum of symptoms ranging
from chronic anxiety and panic
disorder to emotional numbing
and depression. Which
symptoms affect which people
and why remains largely
unknown. Dr. Neumeister
is part of a growing cadre of
neuroscientists who believe
the future of treating PTSD lies
in understanding and treating
the neurobiological roots of
its myriad symptoms. “People
with cancer have a variety of
different treatment options
based on the type of cancer that
they have,” he says. “We aim to
do the same thing in psychiatry
for the treatment of PTSD.”
In a brain-imaging study
among trauma victims published
recently in the journal ¬AMA
Psychiatry, Dr. Neumeister and
colleagues linked lower levels of

a class of opioid receptors known
as kappa that are expressed in
a brain circuit associated with
emotions, to a narrow cluster of
trauma symptoms, including sadness, emotional detachment, and
listlessness. Kappa receptors bind
a potent natural opioid called
dynorphin, which is released by
the body during times of stress
to help relieve pain. Chronic exposure to stress, however, causes
kappa opioid receptors to retract
inside cells, leaving dynorphin
without a place to dock. For
trauma victims, the excess neurochemical can induce feelings
of hopelessness, detachment,
and emotional unease.
The study, funded by the National Institutes of Mental Health,
compared the brain scans of
healthy volunteers with those of
trauma victims whose symptoms
ranged from major depression
and generalized anxiety disorder
to emotional detachment and isolation behavior. All participants
received a harmless radioactive
tracer that binds to and illuminates kappa receptors in particular brain regions when exposed
to high-resolution positron emissions tomography (PET scans).
Participants with intense
dysphoria had fewer available
kappa opioid receptors than
participants with high anxiety,
indicating a clear distinction be-
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tween the molecular signatures
of two distinct symptoms. The
study also found an association
between lower levels of cortisol, a
stress hormone, and unavailable
kappa opioid receptors, suggesting a new role for cortisol as a
biomarker for certain types of
PTSD symptoms.
“This is the first brain-imaging study to explore any psychiatric condition using a protein
that binds to the kappa opioid
receptor system,” notes Dr.
Neumeister, who says the data
support clinical trials, under way
at NYU Langone and other institutions, of new medications that
target kappa opioid receptors
and other brain systems that can
be linked to specific symptoms in
trauma survivors. Such medications could be widely available
for the treatment of PTSD in the
future if ongoing clinical trials
yield encouraging results.
“Our study points toward a
more personalized approach for
people with a particular symptom profile that’s been linked to
a particular neurobiological abnormality,” says Dr. Neumeister.
“We’re deconstructing PTSD
symptoms, linking them to different brain dysfunctions, and
then developing treatments that
target those symptoms. It’s really
a revolutionary step forward.”
—NICOLE DYER

•
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UNTANGLING

TOURETTE’S
BY KENNETH MILLER

• ILLUSTRATION BY JON KRAUSE

Neurosurgeons at NYU Langone Medical Center are pioneering
the use of deep brain stimulation for treating severe cases of
a mysterious neurological disorder that begins in childhood and
causes disabling muscular and vocal tics.

8

family’s home in suburban Wilmington,
his tics surged back stronger than ever.
His head jerking injured a cervical
vertebra. To prevent further damage,
muscles in his neck and upper back
were paralyzed with botulinum toxin.
The injections worked for a few months,
but the jerking eventually returned.
One evening, as he struggled to catch
up on homework, Kyle turned to his
mother. “I can’t live like this anymore,”
he said. “We need to find another way.”

10
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Their search led them to the Center
for Neuromodulation at NYU Langone
Medical Center’s Department of
Neurosurgery, where physicians
are pioneering a new treatment for
Tourette’s: deep brain stimulation (DBS).
The technique, in which surgically
implanted electrodes deliver electrical
pulses to malfunctioning brain circuits,
has gained wide acceptance as a weapon
against Parkinson’s disease, essential
tremor, and dystonia. Over the past two

JOHANNA JOSEPH
AGE 20 | LITITZ, PA

Johanna was 13 when
she was diagnosed with
mild Tourette syndrome,
but one night three
years later, her symptoms
worsened sharply. “I
went into my parents’
bedroom, crying,” she
recalls. “I said, ‘I don’t
know why, but I can’t stop
moving.’ ” Her tics soon
grew so severe that she
could no longer bathe
herself, and she suffered
dozens of concussions
from hitting her head against the floor. Although she hated swearing,
she developed coprolalia. Neuroleptic medications didn’t help. Some
caused terrifying hallucinations, along with weight gain. When Johanna’s
violent neck tics threatened to cause spinal-cord damage, her doctors
recommended DBS.
“I was scared to death of it at first,” recalls her mother, Julie. “But she
was suffering so much that I felt we had no choice.” Johanna received
her DBS implant at the Center for Neuromodulation in July 2013, at age
19. Today, her tics have diminished by about 90 percent. That doesn’t
mean she’s entirely well. She still has sporadic bouts of dystonia (thought
to originate from a part of the brain different from Tourette’s origin), which
causes paralyzing muscle spasms in her legs. Nonetheless, she’s able to
commute to a nearby college, where she’s studying graphic design. “I
can drive,” she says. “I can walk into a classroom and feel normal. I can
even cook pasta, which I could never do before, because Tourette’s and
boiling water don’t mix. Everything I dreamed of, I’m living now.”
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he unsettling behavior began
when Kyle Sams was eight years
old. Until then, what stood out
most about the wiry, fair-haired
third grader were his bright smile, his big
vocabulary, and his boundless energy.
“He was very active, very outgoing,
loved being outside,” recalls his mother,
Debbie. “Just a happy, happy little boy.”
One day, however, Kyle’s parents noticed
that he was blinking constantly; he
said he couldn’t stop. Within a week, he
was grimacing and emitting mouselike
squeaks. Soon afterward, his shoulders
began shrugging, as if controlled by an
invisible puppeteer.
Debbie, a registered nurse, feared
that Kyle had Tourette syndrome—a
neurological disorder characterized by
repetitive, involuntary movements, called
tics. She took him to a neurologist, who
confirmed her hunch. Debbie and her
husband hoped their son would outgrow
the condition, as most children do, but
Kyle’s tics grew increasingly complex. By
age 12, he was jerking his head, rolling his
eyes, sticking out his tongue, contracting
his abdomen, clenching his fists, and
curling his toes. He also twirled, flapped
his arms, and jumped so high that he
occasionally shattered light fixtures.
Doctors tried him on a dozen medications,
which did little but make him sleepy.
Schoolwork was torturous, but
Kyle persevered. With help from his
parents and supportive teachers, he
earned good grades. Socializing was
harder still. “We’d go to a restaurant,
and everyone would stare,” Debbie
remembers. “At a school picnic, a little
girl came up to me and said, ‘I’m not
mean to Kyle like everybody else.’
That’s when I found out that kids were
teasing him. He hadn’t said anything,
because he wanted to protect us.”
Although his condition abated slightly
in his midteens, he graduated high
school without a single close friend.
After he enrolled at the University of
Delaware, a half-hour commute from his

A patient undergoing DBS for essential
tremor gives the OK sign as Dr. Michael
Pourfar monitors his brain activity.

P H OTO BY J O S H U A B R I G H T

decades, more than 100,000 people have
undergone DBS for those movement
disorders. Its use for Tourette’s,
however, remains experimental, and
fewer than 200 patients worldwide
have received an implant.
In October 2012, Kyle became one of
them. “When you’re as desperate as I was,”
he explains, “you’re willing to try anything.”

ALTHOUGH MOST CASES of Tourette’s
are mild, an estimated 200,000
Americans suffer from severe forms
of the disorder, and for many of them,
desperation is an all-too-familiar

feeling. Some can break bones as they
thrash about; others can bang their
heads, punch themselves, or exhibit
coprolalia (spontaneous swearing)
or copropraxia (involuntary obscene
gestures or inappropriate touching).
If antihypertensive medications don’t
bring relief, then neuroleptics, such
as risperidone or haloperidol, are the
next line of treatment. However, even
those drugs often fail to adequately
quell tics, and their side effects can
range from sedation and weight gain to
permanent involuntary movements.
No one knows what causes Tourette’s,
but like many other neurological
disorders, it is thought to arise from
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disrupted circuitry. Neurons in the
basal ganglia, a region deep in the brain,
process information from the prefrontal
cortex (the brain’s executive center) and
send it back to the cortex’s motor and
sensory area through the thalamus, a
small structure in the midbrain that
acts as a kind of switchboard. In the
waking brain, neurons in the cortex and
thalamus normally oscillate together
at a high frequency, known as gamma.
But if part of the thalamus stops
receiving input from the basal ganglia,
it may default to a slower oscillation.
“The neurons basically go into
sleep mode,” says Rodolfo Llinás,
MD, PhD, the Thomas and Suzanne
Murphy Professor of Neuroscience
and University Professor. It was Dr.
Llinás who identified this phenomenon,
known as thalamocortical dysrhythmia,
in the 1990s. In Tourette syndrome,
he and other researchers believe,
the dysrhythmia involves inhibitory
thalamic neurons, which normally act
as a kind of filter keeping certain signals
from reaching the cortex. By sleeping on
the job, these cells unleash hyperactivity
elsewhere, fueling a destructive feedback
loop. To repair the circuit, Dr. Llinás
explains, “you need to change the
rhythm of the part that is misfiring.”
This can happen naturally as the
youthful brain matures or via medication.
But for those whose tics remain disabling,
a more direct approach may be the
most effective option. In the 1950s and
’60s, surgeons discovered that they
could reduce symptoms of Parkinson’s
disease, Tourette’s, and other movement
disorders in some patients by ablating
(surgically destroying) tiny portions
of the thalamus or other brain regions.
Such radical interventions had a major
drawback, however: “God forbid there’s
a complication, or you’re in the wrong
place. You can’t reverse it,” says Alon
Mogilner, MD, PhD, associate professor
of neurosurgery and anesthesiology and
director of the Center for Neuromodulation.
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ONE EVENING, AS
HE STRUGGLED
TO CATCH UP
ON HOMEWORK,
KYLE TURNED TO
HIS MOTHER. “I
CAN’T LIVE LIKE
THIS ANYMORE,”
HE SAID. “WE
NEED TO FIND
ANOTHER WAY.”

THE USE OF DBS for Tourette’s is
still in its infancy. The first clinical
study was published in 1999 by Dutch
researchers. Since then, there have
been nearly 50 such reports in peerreviewed journals, involving about 120
patients from 23 centers in 13 countries.
Although generally positive, the studies
were small and often uncontrolled, and
their methodologies varied widely.
“At this point, we don’t really
understand why DBS works,” observes
Arthur Caplan, PhD, the Drs. William F.

12

Kyle Sams and his
mother, Debbie

and Virginia Connolly Mitty Professor
of Bioethics and founding director of
the Division of Medical Ethics at NYU
Langone’s Department of Population
Health. “With Parkinson’s, at least,
we have a lot of experience, but with
disorders like Tourette’s, we just
say, ‘Let’s hit a brain region with a
probe and see if it gets better.’ ”
Many experts worry that a rush to
treat Tourette’s with DBS could have
unintended consequences. Although
the procedure is usually safe, serious
complications can occur. A small
percentage of DBS recipients have
suffered hemorrhages, infections,
seizures, cognitive changes, or mood
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problems (including mania and
depression). Tourette’s patients can
also damage an implant’s wiring with
violent tics or compulsively pick at
the device under their skin, making
removal necessary in rare cases. The
consensus among bioethicists is that
the risk-benefit ratio for DBS works out
only when a patient’s condition is life
threatening or severely disabling.
Another concern is the strong
possibility of disappointment. The
technique doesn’t help every patient, and
for those who do benefit, the long-term
effect on tics remains unknown. “No
matter how many times you tell patients
a treatment may not work or may cause

P H OTO BY A N G E L A L E O N A R D

In the 1980s, researchers found that
precisely targeted, low-voltage electrical
pulses could have similar benefits for
some conditions, with the bonus of
being reversible and adjustable. The
FDA approved DBS for essential tremor
in 1997, Parkinson’s in 2002, dystonia
in 2003, and obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) in 2012. The technique
has also shown promise in treating
some neuropsychiatric and cognitive
disorders, including depression,
anorexia, and Alzheimer’s disease.

P H OTO BY K E I T H T E W

only a modest improvement, they tend
to hear, ‘This will cure me,’ ” says Dr.
Caplan. If profit-seeking surgeons begin
treating large numbers of Tourette’s
cases with DBS before the technique
is better understood, the results
could be a letdown, not only for many
patients, but also for an expectant public,
possibly spurring a backlash that would
undermine further progress in the field.
To avoid such pitfalls, bioethicists call
for DBS to be used in Tourette’s cases only
by skilled researchers who are prepared
to publish the results as part of a clinical
trial or case series. Outcomes should be
reported to a central registry (such as the
one recently inaugurated by the nonprofit
Tourette Syndrome Association).
Potential patients should be evaluated by
an independent panel with no financial
interest in authorizing the procedure.

THE CENTER FOR NEUROMODULATION
follows all those recommendations.
Before a Tourette’s patient can receive a
DBS implant, the person must prove that
they have tried multiple conventional
treatments without success. They must
also be approved by an independent panel
of physicians. “We want to make sure we’re
treating the right thing, and that the person
is a good candidate for the procedure,”
explains neuropsychologist Chris
Morrison, PhD, clinical assistant professor
of neurology. A patient might be turned
away, for example, if their Tourette’s is
insufficiently severe, or if their OCD or
cognitive problems would interfere with
following postoperative care guidelines.
Of the many uncertainties surrounding
the treatment of Tourette’s with DBS, two
have generated the greatest controversy.
The first is whether there should be
a minimum age for the procedure.
Guidelines issued by the Tourette
Syndrome Association in 2006 called
for delaying the procedure until after
25, since patients can outgrow the

disorder. More recently, however, an
increasing number of experts have come
to agree that younger people should
be eligible on a case-by-case basis.
The second question is which region
of the brain to stimulate. Researchers
have targeted at least a half-dozen areas,
sometimes two or more at once, including
various parts of the thalamus, basal
ganglia, and other structures. Several of
these disparate approaches have reduced

the severity of tics in some patients,
which suggests either that the faulty
circuitry in Tourette’s can be corrected
from various access points or that the
circuits involved can vary (perhaps
according to as yet unidentified subtypes
of the disorder). The most common target,
however, is the one chosen by the Center
for Neuromodulation: the centromedian
nucleus of the thalamus. “It’s a relatively
safe place to get to, and some of the best

KAYLEY THORPE
AGE 19 | WILSON
COUNTY, NC

In seventh grade,
Kayley competed in
her school’s quiz bowl
and played flute in the
band. In eighth grade,
her Tourette’s symptoms
switched from mild to
malignant, and her
world fell apart. Before
long, she was jerking,
squirming, kicking,
spitting, and punching
herself. In addition to
coprolalia (involuntary
swearing), she developed echolalia (reflexively repeating other
people’s words). Eventually, she began squatting every few steps when
she tried to walk, and was forced to use a wheelchair. Medications
sometimes made her suicidal, triggered psychotic rages, or caused
full-body muscle spasms that landed her in the ER. “My brain is very
sensitive,” she explains. “It reacts badly to everything.”
Everything but DBS. She first learned about the procedure from
Johanna Joseph, a Facebook pal, who posted videos of her own
Tourette’s journey on YouTube. Kayley underwent implant surgery with
Drs. Mogilner and Pourfar in June 2014, and while it is too soon for the
full effects to be known, her symptoms have already diminished from 95
to 44 on the 100-point Yale Global Tic Severity Scale. When she traveled
from North Carolina to New York in August to have her settings adjusted,
she did it on her own, accompanied only by her service dog, Mack.
“I haven’t been in the wheelchair since my surgery,” she says. “I’ve
got a part-time job, and I’m planning to go back to school. DBS has
really improved my quality of life.”
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literature shows generally positive
outcome data,” says center codirector
Michael Pourfar, MD, assistant professor
of neurosurgery and neurology. “Though
questions remain, there’s a growing
body of evidence supporting its use in
severe, treatment-refractory cases.”
That evidence is buttressed by
firsthand experience. Dr. Mogilner,
a neurosurgeon, and Dr. Pourfar, a
movement disorders specialist, have
been surgical partners since 2005. They
first worked together at North Shore
LIJ Health System and arrived at NYU
Langone in 2012 to establish the Center
for Neuromodulation, one of the first
multidisciplinary centers in the U.S.

to specialize in treating neurological
ailments through the use of implanted
devices. (For Dr. Mogilner, it was a
homecoming: he received his MD and
his PhD in neuroscience from NYU
School of Medicine, where Dr. Llinás was
his thesis adviser, and also underwent
neurosurgical residency training
there.) The pair have performed 12 DBS
procedures for Tourette syndrome—10
of them at the center—making them
one of the most seasoned teams in
the country. Almost all patients have
experienced some improvement in their
symptoms. The physicians have also
used DBS to treat hundreds of patients
with Parkinson’s, dystonia, and essential
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tremor, and they are conducting trials of
the technique for depression and OCD.
Overall, the center has achieved
striking improvements for Tourette’s
patients using DBS: a mean reduction of
50 percent on the Yale Global Tic Severity
Scale, the standard gauge of symptoms.
For any given individual, however,
the results are impossible to predict.

KYLE, WHOSE ONLY COMORBIDITY
was attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), passed the selection
committee’s screening easily. The next
hurdle was getting insurance to pay for the
experimental treatment, which can cost
up to $250,000. It took several attempts,
but with guidance from nurse practitioner
Maria Gillego, RN, MSN, NP-BC, who
acts as case manager for the center, Kyle’s
parents were able to obtain full coverage.
A few days before the surgery, an MRI
was taken to map his brain. Then, early
on a Monday morning, Kyle was wheeled
into an operating room on the sixth floor
of Tisch Hospital. After he was placed
under sedation, his head was immobilized
in a stereotactic frame marked with
3-D coordinates to guide Dr. Mogilner’s
tools. Whenever possible, DBS patients
are kept awake during some phases of
the operation, so that they can provide
feedback as the surgeon works. As two
dime-size holes were drilled in Kyle’s
head, “it sounded like a jackhammer,” he
recalls, “but because of the anesthetics
they were using, I didn’t care.”
Dr. Mogilner inserted a recording
microelectrode through the first hole—a
probe with a tip the width of a human
hair. When it reached the centromedian
thalamus, he and Dr. Pourfar listened
for the irregular electrical activity,
known as “bursting,” associated with
misfiring neurons. Once they’d found
the suspect cells, Dr. Mogilner inserted
the permanent stimulating device, a
tiny cylinder (just 1.3 millimeters wide)
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Dr. Alon Mogilner (left) and Dr. Michael
Pourfar relax after finishing a case.
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studded with four electrodes. To confirm
that the location was correct, he applied a
voltage through the cylinder and checked
whether the stimulation was causing any
movements in the patient’s face or body.
The surgeon also asked Kyle whether
he felt any unusual sensations, such as
pain, dizziness, or double vision. The
answer was “No,” so Dr. Mogilner left
the electrodes in place and repeated the
process on the other side of the brain.
The morning after the three-hour
procedure, Kyle returned to the OR
to have two battery-powered pulse
generators implanted under the skin of
his chest. The titanium-clad boxes, each
the size of a matchbox, were attached
to the electrodes via wires threaded up
Kyle’s neck. He went home to Delaware
that afternoon, and two weeks later,
after recovering from the surgery, he
returned to have the devices turned on.
At first, the effects were modest, but
within two months, after some tweaks
to the pacemakers’ settings, his tics had
nearly vanished. Debbie was in the den
with her son when she noticed something
remarkable. “Your body looks so relaxed,”
she said. “You’re all soft and squishy.”
Kyle inspected himself in a mirror and
laughed. Then, he began crying with joy
and relief, and Debbie wept with him.
For years, his muscles had been one great
knot, aching from constant exertion.
Now, he could sit still and loosen up.
He could also do many other things
that were once impossible. He cut his
dose of neuroleptic medication by half,
so he was no longer sedated. He began
running and working out. He landed
his first job, a paid internship with a
tech company. Back at school after a
semester’s leave, he found he could finish
his work in half the time; his grade-point
average soared. He signed up for the
archery team and—to his astonishment—
became the top scorer. He joined several
campus clubs, including one devoted to
building pumpkin-chucking catapults.
He made friends. Lots of them.

BEN SCHESSER

AGE 26 | ROCKLAND, ME
Tourette’s runs in the
Schesser family. Ben was
diagnosed at age three,
shortly after his older
brother began treatment
for the disorder. His
younger brother and sister
have Tourette’s, as well. So
did their father, though he
was not diagnosed until
his children were. “He just
self-medicated with street
drugs,” Ben’s mother, Mary
Wiebe, explains. “Then,
when he found out he’d
given his kids this horrible
thing, he couldn’t stand it, so he split.” Mary, a Walmart clerk, and her
second husband, a cement-truck driver, have relied on religious faith to
weather the challenges of raising four children with a severe disability.
Ben’s case was the most devastating. As a preschooler, his stomach tic
was so violent that he often vomited. He shook his head vigorously from
side to side and butted into walls and cabinets. Eventually, he began
developing new tics every four or five days. “My arms would spasm,”
he recalls. “I would stomp the floor when I was walking. I’d scrunch
my fingers into weird positions, and they’d get really sore.” Medication
suppressed his symptoms for short periods, but they returned whenever
his body grew accustomed to a drug.
Then, when he was 23, his Tourette’s escaped all control. He had
to quit his job in a supermarket meat department because his hands
twitched too wildly to be trusted with a knife. He stopped going to
church after falling out of his seat repeatedly. His leg tics made stairs
unmanageable, so he spent weeks in his room. One morning, however,
a way out revealed itself: on a TV talk show, a Tourette’s patient who’d
been treated by Drs. Mogilner and Pourfar sang the praises of DBS.
Ben had his implant surgery in February 2013. Today, his tics are
barely noticeable. He’s still constrained by severe OCD, anxiety, and
ADHD—the comorbidities that often accompany Tourette’s—but he can
manage his own body now, for the first time since he was a child.
“I can sit still and watch a movie,” he says. “I can help out around
the house—clean up, mow the lawn, stack wood. I thank God and the
doctors for this operation. I don’t feel hopeless anymore.”

After two years on DBS, Kyle still
has occasional tics, especially when
he’s tired or stressed, but they’re mild
and relatively easy to control. He’ll
graduate this spring with a degree in
mechanical engineering, and like any
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24-year-old, he’s eager for independence.
“He’s thinking of moving out west so he
can spend more time outdoors,” Debbie
marvels. “He can envision a future now.”
As for side effects, Kyle reports just
one: “I’m happy. I’m happy all the time.”
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Setting
the Pace
Interventional
cardiologists
implant tiny cardiac
pacemakers with
no wire leads.
BY GARY GOLDENBERG

WHEN RAMON RODRIGUEZ awoke
in the postanesthesia care unit of Tisch
Hospital last February after getting a
pacemaker to correct the occasionally
erratic rhythms that threatened his heart,
he wondered momentarily whether the
implant procedure had been done at all.
“I didn’t feel any discomfort in my chest,”
he recalls, “and there was just a tiny
bandage on my upper thigh.” Rodriguez,
an 81-year-old retired postal worker,
was only the second person in the U.S.
to be fitted with a leadless pacemaker,
an experimental pacemaker so compact
that it can be inserted directly into the
heart by way of a vein in the leg.
Since the invention of the conventional
pacemaker—a silver-dollar–size pulse
generator containing a battery and
microprocessor—a half-century ago,
the standard operating procedure for
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implanting this potentially lifesaving
technology has remained essentially
unchanged. One end of a wire lead is
inserted into the heart through a vein in
the chest. The other end is then connected
to the pacemaker, which is implanted in
the chest just under the skin. When the
device senses an abnormal heart rhythm,
or arrhythmia, it sends small jolts of
electricity along the leads to the heart,
keeping its contractions perfectly in sync.
“Although pacemakers have saved
countless lives, they have significant
drawbacks,” explains Larry Chinitz, MD,
the Alvin Benjamin and Kenneth Coyle, Sr.,
Family Professor of Medicine and Cardiac
Electrophysiology and director of the Heart
Rhythm Center at NYU Langone Medical
Center. Dr. Chinitz performed Rodriguez’s
procedure as part of a worldwide clinical
trial sponsored by Medtronic, the maker
of the experimental device. “Conventional
pacemakers require surgery, and while this
technology is lifesaving, the leads are prone
to fracture and malfunction, which can
disable the device,” says Dr. Chinitz. “The
generator and leads may also cause bleeding
and infection, sometimes requiring that the
device be removed. In many cases, the wires
are very difficult to extract and replace.” In
contrast, the leadless pacemaker, which its
manufacturer claims is the world’s smallest,
crams all of the working parts into a metal
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capsule the size of a large multivitamin
tablet. Since the device is placed inside the
heart, it can sense arrhythmias and deliver
corrective pulses without wire leads.
Dr. Chinitz, who has implanted
thousands of conventional pacemakers
and developed the Division of Cardiology’s
clinical cardiac electrophysiology program,
made a small puncture in the femoral vein
of Rodriguez’s upper thigh, then threaded
a slender catheter, with the pacemaker
perched at its tip, through the vein. Guided
by real-time X-ray imaging, he pushed the
catheter toward the heart and into the right
ventricle, where the device was released
and anchored to the wall of the heart. After
less than an hour, technicians were ready
to program and test the pacemaker.

P H OTO S BY B U D G L I C K

Dr. Larry Chinitz implants
a novel pacemaker
without wire leads as his
team looks on.

Rodriguez went home the next morning,
a small nick in his thigh the only reminder
of the tiny capsule now watching over
his heart. In the year or so leading up
to the procedure, he had suffered seven
fainting episodes and falls, some of which
had left him battered and bruised. “I’ve
had two hip replacements,” he says. “I
was lucky I didn’t damage them when I
fell.” In the months since the implant, he
hasn’t experienced a single faint or fall.
The trial will enroll up to 780 patients
at some 50 centers. Initial results from the
first 60 patients, followed for up to three
months, are expected in late 2014, according
to Medtronic. Rodriguez is pleased with
his new pacemaker. “If anyone with a
similar problem were to ask me if I would

recommend this procedure,” he says, “I
would say, ‘A hundred percent—go for it.’ ”
Leadless pacemakers, however, are not
suitable for every arrhythmia patient. “This
particular device is for regulating the right
ventricle,” Dr. Chinitz explains. “Some
arrhythmia patients also need pacing of the
right atrium, which can’t be achieved using
this approach just yet.” A leadless atrial
pacemaker is now in development, he says.
The device’s battery is expected to last
up to a decade—roughly as long as that
of a conventional pacemaker. Generally,
the batteries on conventional pacemakers
have to be changed every 5 to 10 years.
Should the leadless pacemaker need to
be replaced, it can be retrieved with the
same method used for its insertion.
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Dr. Chinitz believes that the future of
pacing lies with leadless devices. “So far,
it appears that this little device can do
everything a conventional pacemaker
can do, with none of the complications
and a better cosmetic result,” he says.
The number of pacemaker implants
in the United States continues to grow.
In 2009, for example, some 188,700
devices were implanted, compared
with 121,300 implants in 1993, an
increase of 56 percent, according to
a report in the ¬ournal of the American
College of Cardiology. The report, based
on a large national database of hospital
discharges, found that between 1993
and 2009, nearly 3 million Americans
had a pacemaker implanted.

•
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Speaking for the Dead,

CARING FOR
THE LIVING

Charles Hirsch, MD, takes stock after serving 25 years as chief medical examiner
of the City of New York, professor of forensic medicine, and chair of the Department
of Forensic Medicine at NYU School of Medicine. He retired last year.
BY GARY GOLDENBERG

• PHOTOGRAPH BY BÉATRICE DE GÉA
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At his home in New Jersey, the soft-spoken, meticulous
former chief medical examiner seems to be enjoying
his retirement from one of the most demanding jobs in
forensic medicine: overseeing more than 5,000 autopsies
a year, the largest caseload of any medical examiner’s
office in the country.

Yet, as he looks back, he can’t help
but notice the irony. It appears that
he owes his professional success and
personal satisfaction to the fact that his
fondest dream of becoming a general
practitioner never became a reality,
and his worst nightmare came true.
As a young medical student in the
late 1950s, he dreamed of becoming
a general practitioner in the wilds
of Alaska. “I thought it would be
interesting to be a generalist,” he says,
“and Alaska seemed very romantic to
me. Taking care of patients is very heady
stuff, but I found that the challenges of
pathology more than compensated for
the social aspects of medical practice.
Strangely enough, I wound up in
medical forensics, a subspecialty of
pathology that is exceedingly social
because of its role in the criminal
justice system and public health.”
Dr. Hirsch became a fellow in forensic
pathology in Baltimore in the mid-1960s,
and that provided his first opportunity
to visit New York City’s Office of the
Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) to
enhance his training. The visit was
unforgettable. “The office was an insult
to the people who worked there and
the families it served,” he recalls.

“I learned a valuable lesson: ‘I’ll never
go in that place again as long as I live.’”
A native of Chicago, Dr. Hirsch worked
in the Midwest for 16 years before taking
over the medical examiner’s office in
Suffolk County, Long Island, in 1985.
He had no interest in practicing in New
York City, knowing all too well about
the OCME’s squalid facilities, and
its reputation for bungled autopsies
and insensitive treatment of families
whose loved ones had died. But when
city officials called him in 1988 for
advice on rehabilitating the office, he
agreed to help. Dr. Hirsch prepared an
extensive report detailing the radical
reforms and upgrades of personnel
and facilities that would be needed, at
a cost of many millions of dollars. “I
expected that would get them off my
back,” he says. Instead, they welcomed
his recommendations, making it all but
impossible for him to turn down the
inevitable offer to lead the rebuilding
effort. The final deciding factor in Dr.
Hirsch’s decision to come to New York
City was the support of and affiliation
with NYU. If it were not for NYU, he
says, he would have declined the offer
to become chief medical examiner.
On just his second day in office, Dr.
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Hirsch instituted a new policy that
permitted family members to identify
a body from Polaroid photographs
rather than in the morgue. “Before
I started,” he explains, “the average
family had to wait more than two hours
to identify the body of a loved one. To
make matters worse, family members
would be led from the morgue—
typically, screaming and crying—back
through the lobby, where other families
were waiting their turn. The whole
experience was extremely traumatic.”
The new policy served notice that
OCME would focus not only on the
dead, but the living, reflecting the
philosophy of the city’s new chief medical
examiner. “When someone you love
walks out the door, seemingly in good
health, and you never again see that
person alive, you will be subjected to
one of the most traumatic experiences in
human existence,” notes Dr. Hirsch. “At
such a time, people need the best their
government can give them—not only
technically excellent service delivered
in a timely fashion, but service delivered
by people who are compassionate and
sensitive to the special needs of the
bereaved. If government has an interest
in the lives of its citizens, it must also

have an interest in their deaths.”
In short order and with little fanfare,
Dr. Hirsch transformed OCME into “a
pillar of efficiency and professionalism,
recognized everywhere as a worldclass operation,” in the words of Robert
Shaler, PhD, the office’s long-time
director of forensic biology. Indeed, Dr.
Hirsch performed his job with little
fanfare throughout his entire career.
As The New York Times noted in a 2013
article about his impending retirement,
“Dr. Hirsch may be the most important
public official you do not know.”
Early on, Dr. Hirsch overhauled field
investigations, which had been overseen
by per diem physicians, replacing them
with hand-picked, specially trained
physician assistants. Within one year,
the number of cases labeled “manner of
death undetermined” plummeted from
750 to 150. Dr. Hirsch also sought to
expand OCME’s mission into the realm
of public health. “One of the means that
government uses to safeguard the lives
of its citizens is to study their deaths,”
he explains. “The first study of West
Nile encephalitis in North America
came from this office. Some years
ago, a nursery swing was withdrawn
from the market after we found that it
caused one infant to die from postural
asphyxia. In 1990, we started testing
bodies for HIV, referring many
cases of infection to the city Health
Department so that they could contact
people who may have been unwittingly
exposed.” In the early 1990s, OCME
was responsible for half of all referrals
to the city’s Department of Health
for HIV counseling and testing.
Foreseeing the value of DNA analysis
to his field, Dr. Hirsch guided the
creation of a DNA laboratory within
OCME that is now recognized as the
finest public facility of its kind in the
world. OCME is the only public forensic
laboratory in the country accredited
to perform high-sensitivity DNA
testing, which allows identifications

“IF GOVERNMENT
HAS AN INTEREST
IN THE LIVES OF
ITS CITIZENS, IT
MUST ALSO HAVE
AN INTEREST IN
THEIR DEATHS.”

to be made from extremely small
tissue samples. The value of such
testing became abundantly clear in the
aftermath of 9/11, when only 3 percent
of those killed at the World Trade
Center disaster were recognizable.
All told, OCME sorted through some
20,000 body parts, thus far identifying
60 percent of the 2,753 victims.
Minutes after the first plane crashed
into the World Trade Center, Dr. Hirsch
and his staff went downtown to the
site of the disaster on that terrible day.
When the south tower collapsed, he
and a colleague were injured by falling
dust and debris. Only after getting
her to safety did Dr. Hirsch attend
to his own serious wounds. Back at
work that same afternoon, he began to
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orchestrate a monumental enterprise:
cataloging and identifying the remains
and working with the grieving families.
It was Dr. Hirsch who devised the
method used for preserving the human
fragments without altering their
DNA: drying them out and biosealing
them in air-tight plastic bags. In his
memoir, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
offered high praise to the OCME for its
unsung efforts. “The care Dr. Hirsch’s
staff displayed in managing this
unimaginable undertaking,” he wrote,
“lent quiet dignity to human life.”
Thirteen years later, Dr. Hirsch cannot
bring himself to visit Ground Zero. At
a tribute honoring Dr. Hirsch last July,
Steven B. Abramson, MD, senior vice
president and vice dean for education,
faculty, and academic affairs, called
him an American hero. “No one could
have handled the 9/11 investigations
better in terms of bringing the city and
the country through this prolonged
period of uncertainty and loss.”
Even after leaving office, Dr. Hirsch’s
influence endures. About 15 percent
of the nation’s 500 board-certified
medical examiners and more than
half of those in New York City trained
under his tutelage, including Barbara
Sampson, MD, the newly appointed chief
medical examiner of New York City.
“They are a group so distinctive
that they are sometimes referred to
as Hirschoid,” says Jonathan Hayes,
MD, senior medical examiner and
clinical assistant professor of forensic
medicine. “A chief medical examiner
in New York City has to be a death
investigator, a politician, a scientist, a
humanitarian, an ethical straight-arrow
in a world full of cynics, and he or she
must possess extraordinary common
sense," says Dr. Hayes. “Dr. Hirsch is all
of those things and more. Through his
protégés, his principles and practices
will be transmitted for generations
to come, in the grand tradition of
the world’s greatest teachers.”

•
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SALK+SABIN
HONORING THE LIVES AND LEGACIES OF

The seeds of two lifesaving vaccines were planted in the
welcoming soil along Manhattan’s First Avenue.
BY DAVID M. OSHINSKY

WHEN PEOPLE THINK about the great
polio crusade of the mid-20th century,
certain names and images come to mind:
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the March
of Dimes, closed beaches and swimming
pools, poster children in leg braces, the
iron lung. The most intriguing part
of this crusade for many, of course,
involves the frantic race for an effective
polio vaccine between the iconic
researchers Albert Sabin and Jonas
Salk. Yet no part of their celebrated
rivalry has drawn less attention than
their educational backgrounds—the
fact that both men attended the same
medical school several years apart. Was
this simply a coincidence? Did it actually
matter in terms of their subsequent
careers? The answers are: no, it wasn’t a
coincidence, and yes, it did matter—a lot.
Drs. Sabin and Salk had their roots
in the great wave of immigration to the
United States that began around 1890
and lasted through the beginning of
World War I in 1914. Until that time,
immigrants had come overwhelmingly

from Germany, Scandinavia, and
the British Isles, but the late 19th
century saw a series of tumultuous
events in Europe, from violent antiSemitic pogroms to radical changes
in landholding and agriculture.
Immigrants to the United States now
were pouring in from southern and
eastern Europe by the millions—
especially southern Italians and Jews.
New York City already had a small
Jewish community in its midst—largely
German and Sephardic, prosperous,
and well assimilated. Many were
physicians who had been readily
accepted into America’s medical
schools. But the mass immigration from
eastern Europe set off alarm bells at
the nation’s leading universities, which
were clustered in the Northeast, where
many of these new immigrants had
settled. Following World War I, facing a
flood of Jewish applications, officials at
Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and Cornell
established quota systems to limit the
percentage of Jewish undergraduates,
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and their professional schools soon
followed suit. As Columbia’s president
Nicholas Murray Butler, the father
of “selective admissions,” put it: “We
have honestly attempted to eliminate
the lowest grade of applicant, and
it turns out that a good many of the
low-grade men are New York Jews.”
Butler was hardly alone. Medical
school deans of this era routinely
described the “new” Jewish students
as “radical,” “pushy,” “asocial,”
“unstable,” and “commercially
inclined.” Their quota systems were
designed to ensure “civility” and
“balance” in all parts of the university,
but especially in the branches of
special interest to Jews, such as
medicine. The systems required no
controversial pronouncements, just
a tweaking of the application. Where
the form had once asked for name,
place of birth, a college transcript, and

(continued on page 24)

An exhibit titled “Polio:
Confronting an Epidemic”
coincided with the twoday symposium honoring
Drs. Salk and Sabin at the
Medical Center. The exhibit
in the Joan and Joel Smilow
Research Center displayed
artifacts from the days when
polio ravaged the world’s
population, including an
iron lung. Shown here in front
of pictures of Drs. Sabin and
Salk are (left to right) Debbe
Sabin, Dr. David Oshinsky,
and Dr. Peter Salk.

P H OTO BY J O H N A B B OT T

CURRENT CHALLENGES TO
VACCINE DEVELOPMENT
On October 23 and 24, NYU School
of Medicine sponsored a symposium to
celebrate the contributions of polio vaccine pioneers
Jonas Salk (’39) and Albert Sabin (’31) and address
current challenges in controlling infectious disease at
home and abroad. The symposium, which coincided
with World Polio Day and the centenary of Dr. Salk’s
birth, featured presentations by more than a dozen
scientists, including some of the world’s leading experts
in infectious diseases and vaccinology. Several members
of the Salk and Sabin families were also in attendance,
including Dr. Salk’s wife, Françoise Gilot; his son, Peter
L. Salk, MD; and Dr. Sabin’s daughter Debbe Sabin.
The wide-ranging symposium was divided into several
sessions, the first of which examined the motivations
behind the growing antivaccine trend and what
educational, legal, and policy efforts are most likely
to persuade individuals and parents to accept the
safety and efficacy of vaccinations. A subsequent
session delved into the lives and legacies of Drs. Salk
and Sabin and how their work has inspired a new
generation of vaccinologists to combat the dozen or so
little-known and neglected infectious tropical diseases
that affect a billion people worldwide, predominantly
the poorest of the poor. Later speakers turned their
attention to approaches and challenges in developing
new vaccines. Finally and fittingly, the symposium
addressed current efforts to rid poliovirus from its last
remaining strongholds in central Asia and Africa.
One of the highlights of the symposium was a

presentation by Robert Gallo, MD, who codiscovered
HIV as the cause of AIDS and then developed a
blood test for HIV. Dr. Gallo, director of the Institute of
Human Virology at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine, discussed the daunting scientific challenges
facing AIDS vaccine developers and the properties
a vaccine must possess in order to disable HIV.
Another notable speaker was Paul Offit, MD, chief
of the Division of Infectious Diseases at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine and co-inventor of
RotaTeq®, the CDC-recommended vaccine for rotavirus
(the major cause of diarrheal disease in children), which
has saved countless lives worldwide. Dr. Offit discussed
the consequences of the 1999 recall of the first rotavirus
vaccine (RotaShield®), which led to a disastrous sevenyear gap in inoculations, and lessons learned from the
Philadelphia measles panic of 1991.
Hamid Jafari, MD, who spearheaded the World
Health Organization’s remarkable effort to eradicate
poliovirus from India, described how this feat was
accomplished and how India’s success can be
replicated in places where polio still exists.
“We have succeeded in getting rid of one
devastating disease—smallpox in 1977,” said Jay
Wenger, MD, director of polio eradication efforts
within the Global Development Program at the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation. “We can do it again if
we come together as a global community. Ending
polio will protect children for all generations, and
it will allow us to redouble our efforts to address
other health challenges. And it will represent the
fulfillment of the dreams of the two men whom we
are honoring here today.” —GARY GOLDENBERG
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by 1940. The same held for Cornell
Medical School, which normally took
about 80 students each year from a
pool of 1,200 applicants—700 of whom
were Jewish. With its new system
in place, Cornell cut the number of
Jewish acceptances to between 8 and
12. As word spread, many Jewish
students, knowing the outcome, simply
stopped applying to these schools.
Arthur Kornberg, a graduate of the
overwhelmingly Jewish City College of
New York (CCNY) and a future Nobel
Prize winner, recalled his bitterness
at the vulgar anti-Semitism he faced.
The hardest part, he said, was learning
that an endowed scholarship for a
CCNY graduate to attend Columbia
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Medical School “went begging for
nine years because there were no
candidates. To this day, it rankles me.”
The harshest quotas were found in
the New York City area, where Jewish
applicants abounded. On average, a
study in the early 1930s concluded, 63
percent of Gentile applicants gained
admission to a city medical school,
as opposed to only 15 percent of Jews.
In truth, this figure would have been
even more lopsided had it not been for
Dean John Wycoff of the New York
University Medical School, who insisted
that academic achievement in college
be the main criterion for admission.
(When Wycoff presented his findings
at a conference in 1927, the medical

CANDY LAND COURTESY OF THE STR ONG, R OCHESTER, NEW YORK

a few recommendations, it now added
such categories such as “religion,”
“maiden name of mother,” “place of
birth of parents,” and a photograph,
the last of which helped weed out
African-Americans, as well.
This quota system did its job. At
Yale Medical School, the dean had the
applications marked with an “H” for
Hebrew and a “C” for Catholic. His
instructions were remarkably precise:
“Never admit more than five Jews,
take only two Italian Catholics, and
take no blacks at all.” According to
one detailed study, the percentage of
Jewish admissions at Columbia Medical
School dropped from 47 percent in
1920 to 19 percent in 1924 to 6 percent

P H OTO S C O U R T E S Y O F M A R C H O F D I M E S F O U N DAT I O N

Clockwise from left: The headlines
in 1955, when it was announced
that the field trials of Salk’s vaccine
had been successful. Candy Land
was created in the late 1940s by a
polio survivor to entertain children
during outbreaks of the disease,
when they had to remain indoors.
President Franklin Roosevelt, a
polio survivor, founded the March
of Dimes. Dr. Jonas Salk vaccinates
his son, Peter, as his wife looks on.

dean at Columbia noted that his school
considered a wide range of traits,
including “the personal side of the man,
his ability to get on with other men in
his class, and various other things.” Put
simply, NYU Medical School provided
a lifeline to deserving Jewish students.
Drs. Sabin and Salk were among the
beneficiaries of this merit-based policy.
Born in Poland in 1906, Sabin had come
to the United States as a teenager, his
family settling in Paterson, New Jersey,
a leading textile center, where his father
worked as a weaver. A life in the mills
awaited Sabin until, in a remarkable
twist of fate, an uncle living in New York
City offered him the chance to enroll
in the predental program at NYU, all

expenses paid. Sabin agreed. Fascinated
by the science but not the dentistry, he
decided on medical school instead.
Jonas Salk was born in New York City
in 1914, the son of a garment salesman
described by one of Salk’s brothers as
“something of a Willy Loman character
from Death of a Salesman, beaten down
in business but still believing that
success would soon be his.” A graduate
of Townsend Harris, an extremely
competitive public high school of
that era, Salk attended CCNY, which
would graduate more future Nobel
Prize winners and PhD recipients
in this era than any other university
in the country, save the much larger
University of California at Berkeley. “It
was as if somebody had finally invented
a sport,” a journalist noted, “in which
Jews could be world champions.”
For Sabin and Salk, and hundreds like
them, NYU Medical School was the only
game in town. Lacking the endowment
and the pedigree of neighboring medical
schools like Cornell and Columbia,
NYU (which had merged with Bellevue
Hospital Medical College in the 1890s)
had unique strengths of its own.
Dr. Stephen Smith, the father of the
public health movement in American
medical schools, had taught at NYUBellevue for more than 50 years. Dr.
William Welch had organized the
nation’s first serious pathology course
at Bellevue in the 1870s, and Herman
Biggs had turned it into a center for
bacteriology in the 1880s. Bellevue’s
medical school graduates included
Drs. Walter Reed and William Gorgas,
who helped conquer yellow fever, and
Dr. Joseph Goldberger, whose work in
public health led him to find the cure
for pellagra, the nutritional disease
responsible for tens of thousands
of deaths in the rural South.
This tradition was both strong and
enduring. Once in medical school,
Sabin (class of 1931) was mentored
by Dr. William Hallock Park, the
researcher who helped develop the
antitoxin for diphtheria, the deadly
bacterial disease that afflicted
thousands of children at the turn
of the 20th century. Recognizing

Sabin’s potential, Park found him a
scholarship and a laboratory position
that kept Sabin afloat in medical
school while sparking the young
man’s interest in medical research.
Salk (class of 1939) would follow a
similar path. Entering NYU Medical
School in 1933, he found his own mentor
in Dr. Thomas Francis, a brilliant
virologist, who discovered the influenza
B virus, among other achievements.
When Francis left for the University
of Michigan during World War II to
work on an influenza vaccine—a top
priority given the devastating influenza
pandemic of 1918–19—he recruited his
former student to work in his laboratory,
writing the key recommendation that
won Salk a prestigious fellowship as
well as a military deferment to continue
the vital research. Dr. Francis chose
his words carefully, with an eye toward
the rampant anti-Semitism of the time.
“Dr. Salk is a member of the Jewish
race,” he concluded, “but has, I believe,
a great capacity to get on with people.”
In a very real sense, then, NYU
Medical School played a defining
role in the great polio crusade that
followed. By rejecting the infamous
Jewish quota, it provided a home for
Albert Sabin and Jonas Salk when
few other schools would, opening a
new world to these two young men,
teaching them, training them, and
nurturing them into the magnificent
medical researchers they became.
There was nothing accidental about
it. The seeds of the two lifesaving
polio vaccines were planted in the
welcoming soil along Manhattan’s First
Avenue, hard by the East River, where
the scientific journey began. For that,
generations of children have grown up
without the dread of polio, an insidious
disease on the edge of extinction, thanks,
in large part, to the vision and simple
fairness of a medical school that kept
its door open when others would not.
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David Oshinsky, PhD, is professor of history
at NYU, director of the Division of Medical
Humanities at NYU Langone Medical
Center, and the Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of Polio: An American Story.
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FIGHTING
EBOLA

The first case of Ebola at Bellevue presented many challenges, but
the physicians and nurses caring for Dr. Craig Spencer were well
prepared. A deep sense of camaraderie and the patient’s own high
spirits helped sustain everyone throughout the ordeal.
BY ANASTASIA TOUFEXIS

WHEN CRAIG SPENCER, MD, New
York City’s first Ebola patient, entered
Bellevue Hospital Center last October 23,
he found a staff primed to offer him the
state-of-the-art care that he unfortunately
had been unable to offer his own patients
in West Africa. Over 19 days, a volunteer
army of 114 people—doctors, nurses,
technicians, environmental specialists,
etc.—waged a physically and emotionally
taxing battle. They fought that battle
not only with supportive and novel
treatments, including blood plasma from
an Ebola survivor and the experimental
antiviral drug brincidofovir, but also
with a generosity of spirit that, together
with Dr. Spencer’s own, uplifted everyone
throughout the ordeal. Their efforts were
successful: a healthy Dr. Spencer left
Bellevue on November 11. The two doctors
who supervised his care were Laura
Evans, MD, medical director of critical
care at Bellevue and associate professor of
medicine at NYU School of Medicine, and
Amit Uppal, MD, director of the medical
intensive care unit at Bellevue and
clinical instructor of medicine at NYU
School of Medicine. They discussed the
challenges the team faced in an interview
with NYU Physician.
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What makes Bellevue the right place to handle
this medical emergency?
DR. EVANS: Bellevue has a long history,
dating back to its origins, of dealing with
infectious diseases, from yellow fever to
TB to HIV. It naturally follows that we
would do Ebola, too.
DR. UPPAL: Bellevue, as the city’s
major public hospital, is set up to help
anyone at any time. It’s part of its mission
statement. The people who choose to
work here understand that and are ready
to rise to the occasion.
Once you were officially designated a site
for handling patients with Ebola, how did
you prepare?
DR. UPPAL: We already had a secure
isolation ward on the seventh floor, but it
was set up to handle airborne diseases,
such as tuberculosis. The rooms had to be
renovated and adapted to handle diseases
transmitted through physical contact with
the patient’s body fluids, and they had to
be made more self-contained. Adjustments
had to be made to the power supply and
plumbing to ensure that life support
equipment, such as mechanical ventilators
and dialysis machines, could be used and
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monitored. A dedicated laboratory had to
be established within the isolation unit.
Protocols had to be designed for careful
waste disposal, as patients with this
disease can produce an enormous amount
of waste, which may be highly infectious.
DR. EVANS: The staff had to be trained
in wearing and working in personal
protective equipment, or PPEs. They’re
hot, and you wind up drenched in sweat,
and they make movements awkward. We
drilled in doing procedures wearing the
suits as well as in donning and doffing
them. One of the major risk points for staff
is when taking off the PPE, because any
contamination would be on the outside
of the suit. So you have to be very careful
when removing it.
Were there other drills?
DR. EVANS: Yes, we spent months drilling
every aspect, from how a patient would
enter the hospital, the route taken inside
the hospital to the unit, which elevator
would be used, how the route would be
secured, who would respond. We’d drilled
so often that when we got the call on
October 19 that a patient was coming, we
initially thought it was another drill.

How did you feel when you realized you had a
genuine patient?
DR. EVANS: We were a little
apprehensive of a new challenge—this
was my first patient with an emerging
infectious disease—but we’d done so
much planning that we felt ready.
How did you treat this disease?
DR. EVANS: Fundamentally, treating Ebola
patients is no different from treating other
patients. The mainstay is supportive care [to
manage such complications as electrolyte
and hematologic abnormalities, hypoxia,
and hemorrhage]. The environment may be
unusual, but the principles are the same.
Were there surprises?
DR. EVANS: The thing that struck all of us is
how complex providing that care becomes,
how it requires an extraordinary amount of
coordination and effort by everyone. Not just
with the staff at Bellevue, but with doctors at
other centers that had treated patients with
Ebola—we had daily conference calls—and
with multiple city, state, and federal agencies.
DR. UPPAL: Necessary precautions created
a huge challenge in terms of actual patient
care. Something simple, such as sending
a blood sample for lab testing, became
incredibly complicated. The way the blood
would be drawn, packaged, transported, and
analyzed were all affected by the precautions
that had to be followed.

of the duration of time he was with us and
the intensity of the experience.
Was Dr. Spencer able to contribute to his care?
DR. EVANS: Dr. Spencer was a very
medically sophisticated patient. We could
discuss his results with him in more
detailed fashion. And of course, he had also
treated Ebola patients and knew the clinical
course of this disease quite well and could
anticipate things that might evolve.
Was there a special toll on caregivers?
DR. EVANS: Yes, particularly the nurses,
who did an overwhelming amount of the
work. Normally, nurses go in and out of
a room, doing intermittent checks on a
patient. But because of having to wear a
PPE and the attendant risk of infection
when taking it off, we wanted to have the
fewest number of people going in and out
of his room. So one nurse was stationed
inside Dr. Spencer’s room at all times. The
shift had to change every three to four
hours because the PPE was just so hot.
Another three nurses remained outside the
room on each shift, watching, monitoring,
and providing extra relief when necessary.

How did having to wear protective suits
affect care?
DR. UPPAL: It’s startling how many of
your senses you lose when you’re in the
PPE. Body language becomes much less
effective. You lose the ability to use facial
expressions, and you lose your tactile
sensation. You realize how much you
normally rely on those things.

How did spirits stay high?
DR. EVANS: We had a great sense of
teamwork, which helped spirits stay high,
and a great sense of camaraderie developed.
Dr. Spencer has a wonderful, witty sense of
humor that he maintained throughout, even
when he was symptomatically the worst.
When the mayor called, he jokingly gave
him a hard time for eating pizza with a fork
and knife. He had asked for his banjo, and
we got it in for him, and he played tunes and
sang. The nurses told him he couldn’t sing
very well. There was a lot of back and forth
joshing. As well as the bond with Dr. Spencer,
a bond developed among team members. We
did lunges down the hall for exercise.

DR. EVANS: The way you interact with
people is different, but I was surprised that
even so, we were able to establish a very close
bond with Dr. Spencer. Maybe that’s because

DR. UPPAL: By the end, the standard way
that people working on the unit greeted
each other was with a hug, rather than a
handshake or nod of the head.  
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What have you learned about the disease?
DR. EVANS: One of the interesting
things that has come out through all the
sharing of expertise is that there clearly
is a spectrum of disease. Symptoms can
vary somewhat from person to person.
Some patients have more gastrointestinal
problems. Others have more liver or
kidney dysfunction or breathing and
respiratory trouble. And the disease can
vary in intensity.
What about on a broader level? Do
outbreaks have different hallmarks?
DR. EVANS: The impression is yes. Data
are limited, but this particular outbreak
appears to have more GI symptoms and
less hemorrhagic complications than
historical outbreaks.
Were you affected by all the media coverage?
DR. UPPAL: We were certainly aware
of the coverage. We were distressed to
see the initial negativity in the press
and the implications that Dr. Spencer
had endangered the public. He became
ill after having worked selflessly for the
greater good, and then followed protocol
in monitoring himself and reporting his
symptoms. He did everything right.
The treatment for just one patient with
Ebola will cost millions. How do you
respond to possible criticism?
DR. EVANS: I have two responses.
The first is that the people who have
been treated for the disease have been on
the front line. They have been fighting
the disease at its source. They need
to be respected, lauded, and treated
should they become sick. The second
response is that there is a broader public
health concern. This is a disease that
has frightened the public. This case is
particularly important in showing that a
hospital that is not a formally designated
biocontainment unit can safely and
successfully care for a patient with Ebola
virus. That gives us pride and should
give the public reassurance.

•
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DEAN’S HONORS DAY
CELEBRATION
NYU School of Medicine marked its
13th annual Dean’s Honors Day with a
ceremony at Farkas Auditorium on Tuesday,
September 30, celebrating the achievements
of faculty members and trustees for
their contributions to medicine, science,
teaching, and the school’s commitment to
excellence.  A neurologist, a neuroscientist,
and a cell biologist were the illustrious
faculty members who received the
highest-profile awards: Master Clinician,
Master Educator, and Master Researcher.
Steven L. Galetta, MD, the Philip K.
Moskowitz, MD, Professor and Chair of
the Department of Neurology, received
this year’s Master Clinician Award. He is a
nationally recognized leader in neurology,
neuro-ophthalmology, and medical
education, with areas of expertise that
include the treatment of double vision,
multiple sclerosis, concussion, neuroophthalmology, and optic nerve disorders.
Respected for his diagnostic skills, Dr.
Galetta is also known for his devotion
to patients. Over the course of his
distinguished career, Dr. Galetta has
written more than 250 original publications
concerning clinical radiologic research.
The recipient of the Master Educator
Award, Victoria M. Harnik, PhD, MS,

assistant professor of cell biology,
associate dean for curriculum, and a
distinguished alumna of NYU School
of Medicine, was instrumental in the
rollout of team-based learning across
our integrated Curriculum for the 21st
Century (C21). She was later appointed
director of education in the basic sciences
and the associate dean for curriculum.
Dr. Harnik joined the faculty fulltime in 1990 and was named a Master
Scholar mentor in her very first cohort.
She received the Distinguished Teaching
Award in 2004 and 2009, and the Teacher
of the Year Award in 2002, 2005, and
2008. She is coauthor of Elsevier’s Integrated
Anatomy and Embryology and serves as chair
of an executive admissions committee.
Gordon J. Fishell, PhD, the Julius
Raynes Professor of Neuroscience
and Physiology, who received
the Master Scientist Award, has
earned a reputation as a creative
and groundbreaking neuroscientist
during his 20 years at NYU Langone.
His work first gained prominence
through a series of papers published
in Nature, Science, and Neuron that
outlined his discoveries of the
varied roles of the signaling proteins
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Bernard
Schwartz
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The three Masters, from left,
Dr. Galetta, Dr. Fishell, and Dr. Harnik.

Notch and Sonic Hedgehog in brain
patterning, stem cell origin, and adult
neurogenesis.  Dr. Fishell’s lab has studied
the remarkable variety of cells known as
interneurons that gate and coordinate
brain function. He soon recognized that
genetic insults that impair the development
of these cells often result in psychiatric
diseases such as schizophrenia and autism.
Bernard L. Schwartz, a trustee, received
this year’s Valentine Mott Founders
Award, named for the cofounder of
NYU School of Medicine. Mr. Schwartz
began funding biomolecular research
in 1993, and the Skirball Institute of
Biomolecular Medicine is now home to the
Bernard Schwartz Program in Structural
Biology and the Bernard Schwartz
Program in Humanistic Medicine.
In 2003, together with his wife, who
recently passed away, he established
the Bernard and Irene Schwartz
Neurointerventional Radiology Center,
which features state-of-the-art technologies
for minimally invasive procedures,
and in 2007 launched the Bernard and
Irene Schwartz Center for Biomedical
Imaging, whose mission it is to discover
new applications for high-field magnetic
resonance and high-speed CT, and to train
leaders in biomedical imaging research.
Last spring he and his wife made their
largest commitment ever to the Medical
Center with two gifts. One established
the Venous Thromboembolic Disease
Center. The other created the Bernard
and Irene Schwartz Gastrointestinal
Oncology Fellowship, which funds two
fellows seeking careers in GI research.

DR. NEEL NAMED
DIRECTOR OF LAURA
AND ISAAC PERLMUTTER
CANCER CENTER
Cancer biologist Benjamin G. Neel, MD,
PhD, a leading expert in cell signaling,
has been named director of the Laura and
Isaac Perlmutter Cancer Center at NYU
Langone Medical Center. He joins the
Medical Center from the Ontario Cancer
Institute at Princess Margaret Cancer
Center, Canada’s largest cancer research
center, where he served as director, and
from the University of Toronto, where
he was professor of medical biophysics.
Dr. Neel brings to his new role more
than three decades of experience as
an innovative researcher. Among his
primary objectives is the advancement
of the Perlmutter Cancer Center’s
esteemed translational programs.

An accomplished investigator
with funding from the National
Institutes of Health and private
foundations, Dr. Neel’s research
focuses on the biochemical pathways
that underpin healthy cellular
development and tumor growth.
In particular, his work has helped
shed much light on protein-tyrosine
phosphatases, a family of enzymes
that plays a critical role in cell growth,
differentiation, and proliferation.
Dr. Neel earned his PhD in viral
oncology from The Rockefeller
University in 1982 and his MD degree
from Cornell University Medical School
the following year. After completing
his residency and postdoctoral training
at Beth Israel Hospital in Boston
(now known as Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center), he was appointed
assistant professor of medicine at
Harvard Medical School in 1988 and

later served as Beth Israel’s director
of the Cancer Biology Program and as
deputy director for its basic research
in the Hematology Division.
Dr. Neel is the author of nearly 200
peer-reviewed papers and holds a patent for
a method of identifying a protein-tyrosine
phosphatase abnormality associated
with uncontrollable tissue growth.

•

DR. JEFFREY N. WEISER IS NEW CHAIR OF MICROBIOLOGY

Jeffrey N. Weiser, MD, a leading expert
on respiratory infections, is the new
chair of the Department of Microbiology.
Dr. Weiser joins NYU Langone
Medical Center from the University
of Pennsylvania’s Perelman School of
Medicine, where he served as professor

of microbiology and pediatrics, and
helped develop technology to produce a
widely used vaccine against pneumonia.
Dr. Weiser brings to the department
extensive expertise in the area of
bacterial colonization. His research,
funded by the National Institutes of
Health, explores the many variables
that influence a pathogen’s ability to
infect the respiratory system, from
the host’s immune system to the
genetic makeup of the pathogen.
After graduating from Stanford
University in 1979, Dr. Weiser
received his MD degree from
Harvard Medical School, completed
a residency in pediatrics at the
University of Washington, and
postdoctoral training at Oxford and
The Rockefeller University. He was
a physician at Children’s Hospital of
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Philadelphia until 2000, when he
turned his full attention to research.
Dr. Weiser holds four patents,
has lectured extensively both in the
United States and abroad, and has
published more than 150 scientific
papers. He is a fellow of the Infectious
Disease Society of America and the
American Academy of Microbiology.
In his new role as chair, Dr. Weiser will
build upon the many accomplishments
of his predecessor, Claudio Basilico, MD,
the Jan T. Vilcek Professor of Molecular
Pathogenesis, who, over the course of his 24year tenure, helped grow the Department
of Microbiology into a thriving team of
more than 25 nationally and internationally
recognized faculty members. Dr. Basilico
remains a member of the NYU Langone
faculty. He announced his decision to
step down as chair in October 2013.

•
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An Inspiring Life

A one-of-a-kind alumna who has dedicated her life and career to the
poor, the homeless, and people with HIV/AIDS.
BY GARY GOLDENBERG
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Dr. Elizabeth Lutas

LIVES, INTERRUPTED
Dr. Lutas’s origins are no less dramatic. Her
father, a peasant farmer in what was once
known as Czechoslovakia, immigrated to
New York City in 1926, expecting that his
wife would soon follow. But the Depression
and World War II kept the couple apart for
two decades. Neither knew the other was
alive until the fighting ended. “He went
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back just after the war and found her,” Dr.
Lutas says. “She had been living in the
forest the whole time.” Once reunited, the
Lutases settled on the Lower East Side.
Dr. Lutas was born a few years later.
“I was showered with love my whole
life,” she says. “My parents had two
years of schooling between them, but
they were the wisest people I’ve ever

P H OTO BY J O S H U A B R I G H T

ON A SUMMER MORNING in 1988,
Elizabeth M. Lutas, MD (’72), was
walking to the number 7 train near her
home in Sunnyside, Queens, when she
happened upon a car that had plowed
into the back of a bus. One of the first
bystanders on the scene, Dr. Lutas
(pronounced LOO-tash) crawled into
the car alongside the driver, who was
pinned inside, covered in blood and glass.
Finding that he had no pulse, she began
to administer CPR. “I could feel the glass
cutting my lips and tongue, and his blood
in my mouth,” she recalls. “The thought
that he might have AIDS crossed my
mind, but I didn’t stop.” In time, EMTs
arrived and took over, and Dr. Lutas went
home to clean up and head off to work.
This, of course, was at the height of
the AIDS epidemic, when it was known
that HIV could be transmitted by direct
exposure to bodily fluids, and treatments
were nonexistent. But Dr. Lutas’s instinct
was to help someone in need, even at the
risk of imperiling her own life. Friends
and colleagues who have heard this story
are not surprised, given that she’s spent
most of her career caring for those on the
margins of society, all the while forsaking
far more prestigious and lucrative
opportunities in practice and research.
“She’s an inspiration on a saintly scale
and is truly unique,” says Anthony J.
Grieco, MD, professor of medicine and
associate dean for alumni relations and
academic affairs, who has known Dr.
Lutas since her days at NYU School of
Medicine. “I wish that more of us could
follow in her gigantic footsteps.”

known.” Somehow, the Lutases managed
to save enough for a down payment on a
modest three-story apartment building
in Sunnyside, where Dr. Lutas was
raised and still lives to this day. “It’s
home,” she says. “Full of memories.”
According to family lore, Dr. Lutas
declared she would become a doctor
at age two. “I didn’t have any early
physician role models,” she says, “but
I do remember reading a biography of
Elizabeth Blackwell, America’s first female
physician. She was one of the founders
of the New York Dispensary for Poor
Women and Children [now New York
Downtown Hospital], where I was born.”
A precocious student, Dr. Lutas
graduated from high school at 16 and
then enrolled at NYU, completing
a double major in chemistry and
French in 1968. When the time came
to pick a place to study medicine, she
chose NYU, in part to remain close
to her aging parents. “Also, I wanted
to work with the poor, and Bellevue
was a natural fit,” she says. But her
professional dreams would have to wait.
Dr. Lutas graduated at the top of her
class, raising expectations that she would
pursue a career in academic medicine,
and so, after completing a residency in
internal medicine at NYU, she stayed
at the Medical Center to do a fellowship
in cardiology. One thing led to another,
and she found herself conducting
research at New York Hospital, first as
a fellow and then as a faculty member.
“I really didn’t want to go, but I needed
a job, and I expected to switch to a
more clinical position,” she says.
Again, she fell victim to her own success.
In the span of two years, she was the first
author on eight papers. “They didn’t want
me to do any clinical work at all,” she recalls.
In the mid-1980s, however, her
father suffered a severe stroke, and she
abruptly resigned to care for him. “My
mother had passed away, and I didn’t
want to put him in a nursing home,” she
says. “He was partially paralyzed and

couldn’t talk. He was like a newborn
baby.” She nursed him for three years,
sleeping on the floor at the foot of his
bed when his condition deteriorated.

A DREAM COMES TRUE
That experience only reinforced Dr. Lutas’s
desire to return to the bedside to work
with the less fortunate. First, though, she
rejoined the faculty at New York Hospital,
mainly to burnish her credentials after
her extended professional hiatus. Within
a year, she left to care for the homeless
within a community medicine program at
St. Vincent’s Hospital in Lower Manhattan.
She remained there for 22 years, leaving only
when the hospital closed its doors in 2010.
“Working with the homeless was just
wonderful,” she says. “It was as if God
had made the position for me. My patients
were so inspiring as they struggled
to overcome their pain and sadness
with such dignity and resilience.”
Although she prefers to stay out of
the political fray, she has sharp words for
those who blame the homeless for their own
misfortune. “They’re wrong,” says Dr. Lutas,
whose small frame, gentle demeanor, and
soft voice belie a steely resolve. “To be sure,
there’s substance use and mental illness,
but that’s often the result of the pain they’ve
suffered. The common thread is that they
were not loved when they were children.
Most of them have suffered so much abuse.”
Her prescription for the homeless is
similarly openhearted: “You have to show
them how much you care about them. At
first, they won’t trust anybody because
of what they’ve gone through. But you
can change their attitudes. Once you gain
their trust, they respond so beautifully.”
This chapter of her life almost never
happened. She was just a few months
into her tenure at St. Vincent’s when she
came upon that terrible car accident. As
it turned out, the victim didn’t survive,
but he did have AIDS. The man’s partner
was in the area just after the accident
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and notified the local fire rescue squad,
which commenced an exhaustive search
to track down the good Samaritan who’d
given help. That evening, she got word
that she might have been infected.
“Nobody knew what to do,” she recalls.
Through a series of calls and consultations,
she learned of a new drug called AZT. “But
it had never been used as a preventive,” Dr.
Lutas says. “I became a one-person human
experiment.” At one point, her hemoglobin
levels dropped to dangerous levels, almost
forcing her to curtail the ad hoc trial. A year
later, however, she was declared virus free.
Today—near retirement age but
far from retired—she practices at
Help/PSI (Project Samaritan, Inc.) in
the Bronx, a nursing home for poor
and homeless people with AIDS.

THE MOST HUMBLE PERSON
If there’s a difference between Dr. Lutas’s
professional and private personae, it’s
hard to see. For the past 30 years, she’s
been a parishioner of St. Teresa’s Roman
Catholic Church in Queens, where she
directed a program for the homeless
and, using her vacation days from work,
taught a grammar school course in biology
and medicine. She currently serves the
church as a lector, Eucharistic minister,
CPR instructor, and blood drive leader.
To honor her good deeds, Catholic
Charities Brooklyn and Queens (CCBQ),
along with its partners, the city’s
Department of Homeless Services and its
Administration for Children’s Services,
gathered last January to celebrate the
dedication of the Dr. Elizabeth Lutas
Center. Fittingly, the Brooklyn center
houses programs for homelessness
prevention and family support.
“She’s not a saint in the sense of someone
on a pedestal,” Robert Siebel, CCBQ’s chief
executive officer, said at the ceremony.
“She’s a saint because she takes the
Gospel mandate of love of God and love of
neighbor and makes those values flesh.”
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Caring for Family
Members: Taboo?
BY BARRON H. LERNER, MD, PHD

ONE OF THE MAJOR TABOOS in
modern medicine is caring for one’s
family members. Yet for centuries, many
physicians would have been alarmed at
the thought of relinquishing supervision
of a relative, especially at a time of crisis.
I recently had the occasion to revisit this
issue when writing a book about my father,
Phillip Lerner, a physician who practiced
from the 1950s to the 1990s and cared for
several of my family members. Although my
dad’s missteps remind us why this practice
has become forbidden, his efforts hearken
back to an intense style of personal medical
attention that has largely been lost today.
The American Medical Association
discouraged treating family members as
early as 1847, but this advice was often
ignored. For example, Johns Hopkins
surgeon William Halsted, MD, removed his
mother’s infected gall bladder in 1882. The
composer Richard Rodgers was delivered
by his father, an obstetrician, in 1902.
Phil Lerner graduated medical school
in 1958, followed by a residency in internal
medicine and a fellowship in infectious
diseases. His commitment to medicine and
his patients was all consuming. He chose his
future mentor, Louis Weinstein, MD, because
the senior doctor was “fanatic, encyclopedic,
opinionated, scholarly and demanding
of his specialty and all those who aspired
to it or intersected its vast boundaries.”
So was my dad. He rounded seven days
a week, kept in touch with patients and
colleagues during our vacations, and was
the infectious diseases doctor on call at his
hospital for 20 straight years. So it made
sense for my father—when alerted to the
illnesses of relatives—to become involved.

I attended medical school and trained
in the 1980s, when bioethics, which helped
place limits on the authority of physicians,
was in its ascendancy. One ethical
warning we heard was not to treat one’s
family. As one article noted: “Physicians
caring for family members may tend
to ignore standard guidelines, such as
respecting a patient’s right to decide about
treatment, informing the patient about
the risks and benefits of treatment and
plausible alternatives, telling patients the
truth and respecting confidentiality.”
Yet, when I read my father’s journals, I
encountered numerous episodes in which
he had cared for relatives. How could such
an ethical physician have done this?
The first case occurred in 1975 when
my maternal grandfather, Mannie,
developed dead bowel and kidney failure
that required emergency surgery. My
dad decided that because Mannie was
becoming demented, he should not have
surgery and be allowed to die. It was not
clear that my father had consulted Mannie,
my grandmother Jessie, or my mother.
In 1982, when my father’s uncle Mickey
became ill with pancreatic cancer, it was
my dad—not Mickey’s doctor—who told
him the diagnosis. Four years later, my
father argued that one of his aunts, who
had cancer and lived in a nursing home,
receive no aggressive treatment during a
hospital stay. In this instance, the house
staff objected to his “minimalist approach.”
But the two most disturbing stories
involved my grandmothers, Pearl and
Jessie. When Pearl suffered a severe
cerebral hemorrhage in 1999 at age 88,
my father would not let nature take its
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course. Knowing that Pearl had dreaded
a stroke more than any other event,
he argued vehemently for aggressive
morphine to end her life. I never learned
what exactly happened, but he later
suggestively wrote that he had “help[ed]
her achieve the peaceful end she sought.”
In Jessie’s case, he was even bolder. In
2002, Jessie was 93 years old, blind, deaf,
and suffering from dozens of medical
conditions that made her life miserable.
Her infirmity was also taking its toll on
my mother, Ronnie, Jessie’s daughter, and
my father feared my mom might have a
breakdown. So when Jessie was admitted
for congestive heart failure, he tried to
thwart the doctors’ efforts to treat it, instead
urging terminal sedation. The doctors and
nurses refused, but Jessie died anyway.
These episodes corroborated the exact
concerns raised by ethicists. My dad’s
relationship with his relatives constituted
a conflict of interest when it came to
their medical care. This was the main
lesson I learned from my research.
Yet what came through in these stories
was supreme love and devotion. A master of
clinical medicine and an intensely involved
son, son-in-law, and nephew, my father
saw himself as the perfect person to help
his loved ones make complicated medical
choices. During Jessie’s last years, when she
was essentially homebound, my dad was
a constant presence, managing her wide
range of maladies with great care. When his
cousin Donald was experiencing pain from
metastatic prostate cancer and was having
trouble accessing his doctors, my dad made
sure he received adequate palliation.
Indeed, it was Donald’s widow, at my
father’s funeral, who came up to me,
placed her hands on my shoulders, and
made sure I understood her gratitude
toward my dad. “He practically lived at
our house at the end,” she told me.
Barron H. Lerner, MD, PhD, is professor of
medicine and population health. This essay draws
on his new book, The Good Doctor: A Father, a
Son and the Evolution of Medical Ethics.
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